
Tim Bacon

Try This Workout

FYI - So I created this on my
account to save time using the
templates I already have.

I will open YOUR Fitness Builder
and see if this workout appears
- if so, I will share from your
team account.

Equipment: Bodyweight, Swiss Ball,
Dumbbells, Dyna Disc, Tubing/Bands,
Foam Roller

90:90
Stretch

1 - Lie on your side with your arms together on the floor in front at shoulder height.

2 - Raise one arm straight up to a 90 degree angle and look up at your hand.

3 - Lower this arm straight down to the floor on the other side.

• Return this arm back to the start position.

• Perform on one side, then switch to the other side. Alternate sides with each rep.

Dead Bug
Abs

1 - Lie on your back with your knees bent and feet raised with your arms
straight up over your chest.

2 - Lower one leg and the opposite arm straight down toward the floor,
keeping the other leg and arm steady.

• Raise the leg and arm back to the upright position and repeat with the
opposite leg and arm.

• Alternate sides with each rep.

Back Extension
Lower Back

1 - Lie face down with your chest on the ball, your hands at
the sides of your head and your legs straight out behind.

2 - Raise your chest up off the ball coming to an upright
position.

• Do not to bounce up and down on the ball as you do each
repetition.

Crunch
Abs

1 - Lie with the center of your back on the ball, hands at
the sides of your head and your feet flat, knees bent.

2 - Lift your head and shoulders off the ball, contracting
your abdominal muscles and do not pull your head up with
your hands.

• Lower your head and shoulders and repeat.

Reverse Lunge
Legs

1 - Stand upright with your arms by your sides.

2 - Take a step backward, dropping your back knee to the floor
and leaning your torso slightly forward with your weight on your
front leg.

3 - Push off your front foot to return to the start position.

• Complete all reps on one side before switching to the other side.

Front Bridge
Lower Back

• Lie face down on the ball with your legs straight and arms
tucked in by your sides.

1 - Raise your body off the ball, resting on your toes and
forearms.

• Hold your body in a straight line with your back neutral/flat,
then lower yourself back to the ball and repeat.

Leg Curl
Legs

1 - Lie on your back with your heels on the ball,
legs straight and your hips raised.

2 - Drag the ball to your buttocks by bending at
your knees and rolling your feet along the ball.

• Finish with your feet flat on the ball.

Torso Rotation
Abs

1 - Lie with the center of your back on a ball holding one dumbbell in both hands
and your arms extended straight up over your chest.

2 - Rotate your body to one side, moving across your shoulders and keeping your
arms straight.

• Rotate to the other side.

• Alternate sides with each rep.

Equipment Sub: Plate, Med Ball
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Crossover Lunge
Legs

1 - Stand upright with your arms by your sides and the disc in front
and slightly to one side.

2 - Step forward and across in front of your other leg onto the disc,
lowering your body down and leaning your torso slightly forward.

3 - Push off your front foot to return to the start position.

• Complete all reps on one side before switching to the other side.

Kneeling Push Up
Chest

1 - Kneel with your hands on a ball, elbows bent and your
chest nearly touching it.

2 - Push up to a straight arm position

• Lower your body back to the start position and repeat,
keeping your back flat and your hips in line with your
shoulders throughout.

Power Skip
Legs

1 - Stand upright with your arms by your sides.

2 - Leading with one leg, push up off the floor,
skipping as high as you can, driving your arms
overhead.

• Land and repeat on the other leg.

Kneeling Oblique Crunch
Abs

1 - Lie on your side on the ball with one leg bent and knee on the floor
and the other straight out. Place your hands at the sides of your head.

2 - Lift your upper body off ball, bringing your outside elbow down to
your side.

• Lower your head and shoulders and repeat.

• Complete all reps on one side before switching to the other side.

Ankle Hop
Legs

1 - Stand with your hips and knees slightly bent
and your arms down by your sides.

2 - Push off your toes only, to hop straight up.

3 - Land, bending your knees slightly to absorb
and repeat.

Side Bridge
Abs

1 - Lie on one side propped up on one elbow with your legs straight out on top of
one another.

2 - Raise your body off the floor, resting on your forearm and foot.

• Try to keep your body in a straight line and your elbow directly under your
shoulder.

• Hold, then lower yourself back to the floor and repeat.

• Complete all reps on one side before switching to the other side.

Speed Dot Pattern
Cardio

1 - Start with your feet together on the middle dot of a
square dot pattern with your hips and knees slightly bent.

2, 3 - Rapidly jump both feet out to a corner dot and back
in to the middle dot then out again to another corner dot,
rotating around all the dots and back to the middle each
time.

Bent Over Row
Back

1- Holding a dumbbell in one hand with your arm straight, place the opposite knee
and hand on a bench, keeping your back flat.

2 - Lift the dumbbell up to the side of your chest, bending at your elbow.

• Lower the dumbbell back to a straight arm position, keeping your back flat
throughout.

• Complete all reps on one side before switching to the other side.

Equipment Sub: Kettlebell, Plate

Stiff Leg Deadlift
Legs

1 - Stand upright holding the dumbbells at your thighs with your
arms straight and your feet hip-width apart.

2 - Lower the dumbbells to just below your knees shifting your
hips back and keeping your legs straight and back flat.

3 - Return to the upright start position.

Equipment Sub: Barbell, Plates
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Anterior Lateral Lunge
Legs

1 - Stand upright with the disc in front and slightly to one side with
your arms straight by your sides.

2 - Step forward and laterally onto the disc, lowering your body
down towards the floor and leaning your torso slightly forward.

3 - Push off the front leg to return to start position.

• Complete all reps on one side before switching to the other side.

Tuck
Abs

• Start on all fours with the ball behind you.

1 - Place your hands on the floor in front and your feet on the ball
behind.

2 - Drag the ball towards your body, bringing your knees into your
chest.

• Return to the straight position.

Hop Stabilization
Legs

1 - Stand upright on one foot with the other foot raised.

2 - Push off the standing foot, hopping laterally to land
on the other foot, maintaining your balance.

• Hold briefly then hop back to the other side. Continue
hopping side to side.

Knee Internal Rotation
Legs

1 - Stand with your hips and knees slightly bent, a band around your
lower thighs just above your knees and your hands on your hips.

2 - Rotate one foot and knee inward slightly as if you were buckling at
the knee.

3 - Push the knee back out to the start position.

• Complete all reps on one side before switching to the other side.

Lateral Walk
Legs

1 - Stand upright with your feet close together and a band around your
ankles.

2 - Step one foot laterally to the side.

3 - Step your other foot across, bringing your feet together again.

• Continue stepping sideways.

• Complete all reps on one side before switching to the other side.

Upper Back
Myofascial

1 - Lie on a roller across your upper back with hands on
the floor by your sides, your feet flat and knees bent.

2 - Push away, rolling down from your upper back to your
mid-back, straightening your legs.

• Then pull back, rolling up from your mid to upper back.

Lower Back
Myofascial

1 - Lie on a roller in your mid-back with hands on the floor
behind, your feet flat and knees bent.

2 - Push away, rolling down from your mid-back to your
buttocks, straightening your legs.

• Then pull back rolling up from your buttocks to your
mid-back.

Quadriceps
Myofascial

1 - Lie face down with a roller under lower thighs just above your
knees supporting your weight on your hands & toes with your arms
straight.

2 - Push away, lowering your body down, raising your feet and roll up
along the front of your thighs from your knee to mid-thigh.

• Pull back, returning to a straight arm position, rolling down to the top
of your knee again.

IT Band
Myofascial

1 - Lie on your side with the roller under your hip, resting on your forearm
and hand with your feet off the floor.

2 - Pull your body toward your forearm, rolling down along the side of your
thigh from your hip to the top of your knee.

• Push away rolling back up the side of your thigh from your knee to your
hip.

• Complete all reps on one side before switching to the other side.
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Adductors
Myofascial

1 - Lie face down with one leg bent at the knee 90
degrees and the roller under your inner thigh

2 - Roll back and forth along your inner thigh from your
inside hip to knee and back.

• Complete all reps on one side before switching to the
other side.
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